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Abstract
The use of insecure programming practices has led to a
large number of vulnerable programs that can be exploited
for malicious purposes. These vulnerabilities are often difficult to find during traditional software testing. In response
to these difficulties, various program-based security mechanisms have been proposed to help protect potentially vulnerable programs. Testing these security mechanisms, however, also can be difficult and is currently rather adhoc.
In this paper, we describe the design, implementation,
and evaluation of an attack simulator that enables the systematic and semi-automatic testing and evaluation of the
effectiveness of current and future security mechanisms by
automatically providing numerous contexts for testing the
reliability of the mechanisms. Capable of automatically creating attacks on running programs by dynamically adding
code (but not modifying existing code), the attack simulator can run in different modes and simulate attacks at various program points systematically. Through a case study,
we demonstrate how our tool can be used to test two wellknown security mechanisms for stack smashing attacks in
several different testing modes.

1. Introduction and Motivation
The use of insecure programming practices has led to a
large number of vulnerable programs that can be exploited
in harmful ways with a variety of attacks [1, 2, 11, 20, 29].
Detecting these vulnerabilities during the software testing
phase can be notoriously difficult as the required knowledge, time and other resources can be expensive. The goal
of traditional correctness-based software testing is to expose
faults in the component under test to increase confidence
in the correctness of the code. Software testing is usually
performed by generating a set of test cases, executing the
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component with each test case, and then verifying that the
program behaves as expected. One challenge for security
testing is that traditional software testing techniques tend
to focus on common cases, i.e., those cases likely to be encountered by users. Security vulnerabilities, however, focus
on the uncommon cases for which there are very few test
cases. In response to these difficulties, various mechanisms
have been proposed that attempt to detect and prevent an
exploit from succeeding during program execution.
In this paper, we focus on testing the security mechanisms that have been implemented to protect against the exploitation of program vulnerabilities. Testing of these security mechanisms can be difficult and tedious, which leads to
lowered levels of confidence in the reliability of the mechanism itself. The typical process is to first find a program
with a known vulnerability and exploit, and then compile
the program with the security mechanism in place. The vulnerability is then exploited to determine whether the mechanism can correctly detect the attack. Essentially, the exploit
becomes one test case for testing the mechanism. This approach is not systematic, as one would normally like to test
a wide variety of programs, as well as test numerous different potential attack points in each program. Gathering many
programs with known exploits can be difficult because, as
noted in [12], security organizations often refuse to release
exploits, and the source code for vulnerable versions of a
program are often removed to avoid accidental use.
Assuming the lack of testable programs could be overcome, the issue of performing systematic testing of the security mechanisms on the available vulnerable programs remains. The current testing process for security mechanisms
focuses on the one or two functions that a known exploit
abuses, ignoring other possible attack points in the program.
If a flaw in the mechanism exists that causes protection to
be unavailable at some potential attack points, that flaw can
go unnoticed and lead to a false sense of confidence in the
mechanism.

name
sendmail (s2)
sendmail (s4)
sendmail (s5)
bind (b3)
bind (b4)
wu-ftpd (f2)
wu-ftpd (f3)

# funcs in
actual prog
357
393
672
258
258
196
153

# funcs in
benchmark
5
3
3
3
6
6
6

# funcs
called
5
3
3
3
6
3
6

# funcs
exploited
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

gram under test” in our system is the protection mechanism
itself. A test case in our system is a tuple consisting of
a compiled program P with the protection mechanism in
place and input to the program P. Inputs used as test cases
for program P are selected from the normal test suite for
P to ensure proper coverage of the potential attack points
for which the protection mechanism is being tested. Thus,
any test case that would normally be used for testing the
program P for correctness can be used; the simulator will
simply insert attacks at different points and examine how
the security mechanism reacts. For example, in the case
of stack smashing attacks, protection mechanisms such as
ProPolice [14] and RAD [10] could be tested by simulating
the effects of a stack smashing attack on each function call
executed in the program P and selecting a test suite for P
that covers all function callsites in P.
Our previous paper [4] described the overall design of
the framework for systematic testing in which the attack
simulator works. This paper makes several contributions
beyond our previous work, namely describing the details of
the attack simulator design, implementation, and evaluation
within the context of the framework. In addition, we present
a case study demonstrating the testing of two well-known
security mechanisms for stack smashing.
The key insight of our approach is the use of a dynamic
compiler for simulating attacks to systematically programbased protection mechanisms. Our approach enables more
systematic testing as different test scenarios, (e.g., different
calling contexts, functions with different numbers/types of
parameters) can be covered. This raises tester’s confidence
that the the security mechanism is reliable and operates correctly in a wide variety of contexts. We currently view our
technique as being used primarily by developers of new security mechanisms. In the future, our approach could be
integrated into the general software development process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design of the attack simulator. Section 3 demonstrates how the attack simulator can be used
to test actual security mechanisms, the evaluation of which
appears in section 4. Section 5 describes related work and
section 6 wraps up with conclusions and future work.

Table 1. Motivating the need for systematic
testing of mechanisms

As an example, consider Table 1 which shows a subset of benchmarks which have been used in buffer overflow studies [30]. The benchmarks are smaller versions
of applications that have a documented history of vulnerabilities. The benchmarks have just enough of the original
programs to showcase one vulnerability. In all cases, the
number of functions that are affected by a given exploit is
a small percentage of the total number of functions in the
actual program. For example, only 2 functions contain an
exploit to be used for testing a security mechanism in the
sendmail benchmark, while there are 672 functions in
the whole sendmail application. Manually inserting vulnerabilities in a large number of functions for testing more
potential contexts for exploits would be tedious and error
prone. Testing a security mechanism only against these
known exploits would mean that a large percentage of the
possible attack points and different contexts are not covered.
Covering only a small percentage of the possible attack
contexts means faults can go undetected. Consider a simple mechanism that places a canary value around all character arrays, and then checks the canary values at the end
of a function execution to ensure that no overflow occurred.
This protection mechanism could easily be implemented in
a source to source translator. If this mechanism is tested
at only a few attack points (i.e., function call contexts), the
effects of a compiler realigning local variables could easily go unnoticed, and the incorrect operation of the protection mechanism would go undetected, giving the tester false
confidence in the reliability of the protection mechanism.
These considerations motivate the need for a testing tool
that enables a more systematic approach to testing protection mechanisms for program-based attacks without having
to obtain (or manually create) vulnerable programs. In this
paper, program-based attack refers to attacks that are maliciously initiated on a program as input. Examples include
stack smashing [1], attacks on function pointers [11], etc.
In this paper, we describe the design, implementation
and evaluation of an attack simulator capable of automatically creating attacks on running programs by dynamically
adding code (but not modifying existing code). The “pro-

2. Automated Attack Simulation
2.1. Overall Design
The key insight behind the design of our attack simulator
is that attacks against a running program can be simulated
by adding machine instructions into the program itself. At
no point are the instructions of the program itself modified.
The inserted code does not depend on system or library resources. Our technique ensures that no functionality of the
original program is removed or modified. This includes any
2

security mechanism added by the compiler. This capability is provided by dynamic compilers, such as DynamoRIO
[5], Strata [24], and DynInst [7].
Generally, a dynamic compiler takes, as input, a compiled program and allows modifications or analysis of that
program during runtime. The ability to modify code as
the program executes enables an analysis or transformation
module to take advantage of runtime information and react
to changing environments. Most dynamic compilers allow
the user to write their own modules to perform the analysis
and modification. Our attack simulator is designed as one
of these modules.

ual manipulation of programs. Consumers benefit from increased reliability of the security mechanisms through more
thorough testing.
We have established several requirements for the automated attack simulator (and the framework that encompasses the simulator) [4]. These requirements include:
1. Generality – The simulator should be able to support
a variety of source languages, different kinds of vulnerabilities and must be able to test a wide variety of
program-based security mechanisms.
2. Systematic testing – The simulator must be able to insert attacks at any appropriate point (i.e., providing
different contexts) in the program. Furthermore, the
simulator must be able to handle different modes of attacks. This allows for more thorough and systematic
testing of program-based security mechanisms.
3. Automatic – A tester only needs to specify the kinds
of attacks that should be attempted and have the option of specifying the program points to be attacked.
After that, the simulator should perform all of its tasks
automatically without the need for user intervention.
4. Robustness – The simulator should accurately report the effectiveness of the security mechanism without generating false positives (e.g., reporting that the
mechanism under test successfully protected the program where it actually did not).

Figure 1. Attack Simulator Overview
Figure 1 shows a general overview of how a dynamic
compiler and our attack simulator work together. The dynamic compiler uses a program compiled with the security
mechanism as input (the program itself will typically have
its own input as well). The dynamic compiler then enters a
loop where it constructs sequences of machine instructions
that would execute contiguously (i.e., basic blocks). The
basic blocks are then given to our attack simulator which
decides if an attack should be inserted into the block. If
the simulator decides not to create the attack, the block is
given back to the dynamic compiler without modification.
If an attack should be generated, the simulator adds the appropriate instructions to the block and gives the block back
to the dynamic compiler. The block is then given to the
CPU for native execution. Once the CPU has executed the
block, control goes back to the dynamic compiler, and the
process repeats. More details about the construction of dynamic compilers can be found in [6, 17].
By basing the attack simulator on a dynamic compiler
which can manipulate any program at runtime, we can enable systematic testing of program-based security mechanisms on a broad range of applications without restricting
the testing to a small set of applications that contain a few
known exploits. Attacks can be generated on a program
without having to craft exploits by hand. Testers benefit
from increased testing coverage without the tedious man-

5. Low overhead – The simulator must have reasonable
overhead, in terms of both space and time, to be considered practical.
Some of these requirements are easily satisfied by using dynamic compilers. Since the input to a dynamic compiler is a compiled binary, the source language is largely
irrelevant (except for some minor details such as the layout
of function parameters), which helps satisfy the generality
requirement. Automation is achieved in a straightforward
manner through the implementation of the attack simulator itself. Overhead is incurred through using a dynamic
compiler as well as the simulator itself. However, most dynamic compilers have techniques to decrease their overall
overhead. This places most of the burden of reasonable
overhead on the attack simulator itself. Overhead, identifying all appropriate attack points for testing in different
contexts (systematic testing), and establishing the effectiveness of various mechanisms (robustness) will be discussed
and evaluated in Section 4.

2.2. Testing with the Attack Simulator
During the testing process, a program is selected to be
attacked by our simulator. The program need not contain an
3

3. Case Study: Testing Stack-Smashing Protection Mechanisms

actual vulnerability. The program, along with the protection mechanism, is then executed under the dynamic compiler with the attack simulator loaded. The test cases used
with the program are selected from the normal test suite
to ensure proper coverage of the attack points to be used
in testing the mechanism under test (e.g., that all call sites
where a protection mechanism for stack smashing should
be tested are covered. During execution, the attack simulator examines the basic blocks it is given and inserts attacks
appropriately. The decision to insert an attack is determined
by the characteristics of the mechanism being tested. If the
mechanism being tested detects the attack, the mechanism
performs its designated actions, which will usually result
in program termination. The fact that the mechanism successfully detected the attack is noted as part of the testing
process. If the mechanism fails to detect the attack, the program will, by default, be terminated and the tester is notified
of the failure.

In this section, we demonstrate the concepts presented in
Section 2 with a particular attack, stack smashing, and how
some mechanisms used to detect and prevent the attack can
be tested. We chose stack smashing as it is a well understood, but still prevalent form of attack [9].

3.1. Overview of Stack Smashing
Stack smashing is one form of a buffer overflow attack,
where an attacker gives more data to a program than its internal buffers can store. The result is that the program inadvertantly writes past the end of the buffer. In stack smashing, the buffers targeted by the attack are declared local to
a function. Space for locally allocated function variables is
allocated by the compiler on the call stack as part of the activation record (AR) of the function. Also included in the AR
are the parameters passed to the function and the return address, i.e., where program control should go when the function is finished. By overflowing the buffer, it is possible to
trick the program into executing arbitrary code. There are
many tutorials [1, 13] that provide canned implementations
of this kind of attack.
As an example, consider Figure 2 which shows the beginning of a function code along with the associated activation record. By convention, call stacks “grow down” (i.e.,
the next AR pushed is at a lower address than the previous
AR). When function foobar is called, the caller pushes the
parameters from right to left, onto the stack,1 followed by
the return address. The next item pushed is the saved frame
pointer (fp). The frame pointer is used to determine offsets
to function parameters and local variables. The saved fp is
the caller’s frame pointer. The callee will create its own fp
as part of the function initialization. Finally, the function
allocates space for the locally defined variables, in this case
a 5 character array buf1, an integer z, and a 20 character
array buf2.
Accessing the locations buf2 [0] through buf2
[19] would be legitimate as there is space allocated on the
stack. However, accessing buf [20] is not legitimate and
causes a bounds error. C does not check array bounds, however, so the access is permitted. The actual value used will
be 20 bytes (20 * sizeof (char)) away from buf2
[0]. This address references the first byte of z. A value
written into buf2 [20] will overwrite the first byte of z
causing mysterious errors. This is an example of a buffer
overflow.
By continuing to overwrite, we can write into any of the
variables that are above buf2. In particular, we can get

2.3. Enabling Recovery for Test Efficiency

The default behavior of many security mechanisms is to
terminate the program early since, if an attack occurred, the
program is likely to be in an unknown state. In some instances, however, the attack simulator knows exactly what
damage was done and can recover from the attack by undoing that damage. Thus, during our testing process, it is
sometimes possible to recover from attacks and to continue
testing on the same attacked program execution. Obviously,
recovery cannot occur if the attack inserted by the simulator
modifies any program data.
Recovery during testing is desirable as it enables more
thorough testing of the mechanism with less executions of
the program, thus saving on testing time. The simulator can
continue inserting attacks, recovering from each of them,
and allowing the program to continue executing and testing
the security mechanism at additional attack points.
However, in some cases, it may be necessary to modify slightly the mechanism being tested to enable recovery
during testing. For example, if the mechanism detects an
attack and calls one of its routines that terminates the program, it would be necessary to modify that routine so the
program does not abruptly exit. In this case, it still would be
noted that the mechanism detected the attack during testing.
Any such modification must be made carefully to avoid unintended consequences, such as introducing possible false
negatives or false positives. The extent of the modification
should be to avoid abrupt program termination or modification of program state.

1 This is the standard C calling convention. Other languages, such as
Pascal and Fortran push parameters left to right.
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3.3. Possible Testing Contexts

caller AR
c

a
ret. addr
saved fp
buf1 [4]
...
buf1 [0]
z

Call stack grows "down"

To use our attack simulator to test the ProPolice and
RAD mechanisms, the simulator needs to insert code that
simulates the behavior of a stack smashing attack. Stack
smashing modifies the return address stored in the AR. A
successful attack is executed when the function returns. As
such, each function execution becomes a potential point of
attack. Each function execution provides a different possible context for testing the protection mechanism because
the AR can change from one call to the next. When a function is called, the attack simulator can insert instructions
into the function code to simulate an attack at that call.
By default, the attack simulator will insert attacks into all
of a program’s call sites executed during the test input runs.
This would include functions that may not necessarily have
any potential security vulnerability. If static analysis [21,
25, 27] determines that some functions are not vulnerable,
then they need not be protected, and the attack simulator
can use this static information to avoid inserting attacks at
those program points during execution.

b

AR of foobar

int foobar (int a, int b, int c)
{
char buf1 [5];
int z;
char buf2 [20];
...
}

buf2 [19]
...
buf2 [0]

Figure 2. Example activation record
the the second byte of z by writing to buf2 [21]; buf2
[24] gives us buf1 [0], and so on. Clearly we can place
arbitrary values into z and also buf1. However, there is no
reason to stop with overwriting buf1. Data can still be
written beyond buf1 and into the saved fp and, finally, the
return address. By modifying the return address, an attacker
can cause program control to jump to an arbitrary point and
execute instructions when foobar returns. Typically, the
input used to overflow the buffer includes code to spawn a
shell process (“shell code”). The return address is modified
to point to the shell code, which is stored on the stack and
gets executed when the function returns.

3.4. Modes of Attack Simulation
Since modifying the return address is the ultimate goal,
there are three different ways we can simulate an attack.
Each has different tradeoffs and requires slightly different
implementation. We designed and implemented three different modes of attack called direct, tailored and random
overflow.

3.2. Security Mechanisms Under Test

1. Direct attack. In this mode, the generated attacks directly modify the return address of the function without modifying any other data in the activation record.
This is easily accomplished by inserting instructions
immediately after the call instruction in the callee to
modify its return address on the stack. We can set the
return address to any location that we choose, which
can help with recovery (see below).

The basic idea of stack smashing is to overflow a buffer
in a function to gain access to the return address. Everything between the start of the buffer and the return address
is overwritten. Mechanisms, such as ProPolice and RAD,
have been proposed to identify this anomalous behavior.
ProPolice [14] is a modification of the StackGuard [12]
mechanism. Both mechanisms insert a canary value into the
activation record of a function such that the canary value
will be overwritten by any stack smashing attack. The canary can then be checked before a function return to verify that the canary was not modified. It is assumed that if
the canary is unchanged, then the return address is also unchanged and is safe to use. ProPolice goes a step further
by rearranging the activation record format for a function
so that all buffers are above other variables. This prevents
an attack where a buffer could be overflowed to modify a
local pointer, but not reach the canary value. The modified
pointer then could be used to modify the return address [8].
RAD [10] stores copies of the return address of a function in a special stack. When a function returns, its return
address is compared against the address on top of the special stack. If they differ, then an attack has occurred.

The result of the direct attack is identical to the final
result of stack smashing (and many other attacks) since
the return address is modified. The direct attack does
not exactly simulate an attack, but is still useful for
testing.
2. Tailored attack. Some protection mechanisms rely
upon the general characteristics of buffer overflows
rather than the final result to detect attacks, e.g., ProPolice places a canary value in the AR and checks this
values for any modification. To test such mechanisms,
the attack simulator has to tailor the attacks to the protection mechanism’s mode of operation.
In this mode, the attack simulator again modifies the
return address in the callee code just after the call is
5

3.6. Expected Testing Results

made. However, in addition to modifying the return
address, the tailored attack also modifies any other data
needed to trigger the protection mechanism. No other
data in the AR is modified. This attack is tailored to a
particular mechanism since the simulator requires exact knowledge of the mechanism. In our case study,
we only need a tailored attack simulator for the ProPolice mechanism, since RAD only checks the return addresses. For testing ProPolice, the tailored attack overwrites this canary with a random value.

We would expect the ProPolice mechanism to discover
all randomized overflow attacks and the tailored attacks. We
would not expect ProPolice to detect the direct attacks since
the canary value would be unchanged. RAD should be able
to detect the direct attacks and the randomized overflow attacks in all attack contexts.

3.7. Simulating Other Attacks

3. Random overflow. In this mode, the simulator attempts to create an actual buffer overflow by writing
random numbers into a given buffer. The selected
buffers are those used in potentially vulnerable library
calls, such as gets or strcpy, that are susceptible to
buffer overflows. The random overflow approach most
closely simulates a real buffer overflow.

In this paper, we focus on stack smashing to demonstrate
the utility of the attack simulator. Other attacks are possible
and work is currently progressing in implementing them.
For example, attacks on function pointers [11] can also be
simulated. Indirect calls are typically performed by loading
the function address into a register and then issuing a call instruction using that register. The attack simulator can scan
the code to find an indirect function call and note the register
being used. The simulator can then find the load instruction
that places the value into the register. The load instruction
gives the location of the function pointer. A new instruction can be added just before the load to place a new value
into the function pointer. This effectively simulates an attack that replaces the contents of the function pointer. Since
function pointers are used in various contexts throughout a
program, our attack simulator enables the protection mechanisms for vulnerabilities related to function pointer usage
to be tested in these various contexts without testers having
to manually manipulate the code to create these attacks.

3.5. Recovering from Attacks
In the direct and tailored modes of operation, the attack
simulator does not damage the data of the program. Only
the return address, and other canary values are modified. As
such, it is possible to recover from the attack to continue
testing the protection mechanism with the same attacked
program execution in both of these modes. However, recovery is not possible from an random overflow attack since it
modifies program data, leaving the program in an unknown
state.
For direct and tailored modes, recovery is straightforward. When attacking function f , the return address is first
saved by the attack simulator on a stack it maintains. The
return address of f is then replaced with the address of a
special function which is not executed normally by the program. If the security mechanism under test successfully determines that an attack has taken place, the mechanism will
perform its actions. If the attack is not detected, then when
f returns, the special function is executed. In both cases,
the result is recorded and instructions can be added during
the execution to restore the correct return address from the
attack simulator’s stack and the program is allowed to continue as if no attack had occurred at that point. This process
may require a slight modification to the protection mechanism to avoid it terminating the program.
Recovery allows more efficient testing of the protection
mechanism since the program can continue normal execution after each attack. All the functions protected by the
mechanism can be tested with only one execution of the
program and one test case that covers all of the attack points
(if available). Systematic testing without the recovery procedure would require executing the program once for each
function protected by the mechanism, which will require
more testing time.

4. Experimental Study
We performed an evaluation of the attack simulator by
using it to generate stack smashing attacks for ProPolice and
RAD. We have focused our evaluation of the attack simulator on several questions with respect to our requirements as
discussed in Section 2.1.
1. Systematic Testing - How effective is the attack simulator at providing systematic testing of a given security
mechanism?
2. Robustness - How reliable is the attack simulator in
reporting accurate test results for the different security
mechanisms being tested?
3. Overhead - Is it practical to use the automatic attack
simulator during the testing cycle?
With regard to Question 1, the effectiveness of the attack
simulator in providing systematic testing is determined by
how well it can identify potential attack points (i.e., contexts) and provide the tester with different options for testing. For the direct and tailored modes, the attack simulator
6

within DynamoRIO. Performing both the mechanism and
recovery within DynamoRIO could have compromised the
validity of the mechanism.
We executed several medium-sized applications to determine the effectiveness of the attack simulator in testing the
security mechanisms. The applications and their characteristics are listed in Table 2. The simple benchmarks used
in the introduction were too small to be of use in our experimental study. We chose two example mechanisms to
test – ProPolice and RAD. We used the implementation of
ProPolice found in GCC 4.1. We implemented RAD as a
DynamoRIO module. There is no interference between the
RAD module and the attack simulator. The applications
were compiled with the different security mechanisms in
place and then executed under DynamoRIO with each of
the modules for the different modes of the attack simulator loaded. The programs were executed using typical test
cases that would normally be used for testing the program.
The test cases do not attempt to exploit any vulnerability.
This helps demonstrate the utility of our attack simulator
since it enables testing of security mechanisms without first
having to find an exploitable program.

should be able to identify and attack all functions that were
protected by the mechanism. For the randomized buffer
overflow mode, the attack simulator should be able to identify and overflow the appropriate buffers.
For Question 2, the robustness of systematic testing
based on the attack simulator is determined by using the
attack simulator to test the security mechanisms and comparing how well the security mechanism identifies the automatically generated attacks.
The testing cost of using the attack simulator (Question 3) can be answered by taking measures of the time
and space requirements of the simulator in different modes
while actually systematically testing a given mechanism.
Ideally, the attack simulator in each mode would add very
little overhead.

4.1. Setup
For our current implementation, we use DynamoRIO [5]
as the dynamic compiler. Use of DynamoRIO follows very
closely to Figure 1. The user writes a client module that DynamoRIO then loads and calls when particular events occur.
The attack simulator, which is written as a client module of
DynamoRIO, is called when a basic block is created, which
allows for attacks to be inserted.
We implemented the attack simulator as three separate
DynamoRIO modules, one for each operating mode — direct, tailored, and random overflow. For the direct mode,
the attack simulator inserts instructions immediately after
the call to an attacked function (and before the AR is set up)
to modify the return address. The ProPolice tailored mode
is implemented similarly with the addition of modifying the
canary value. The randomized buffer overflow simulator is
set up to attack functions that call strcpy.
One difficulty we experienced with the implementations
was determining calls to strcpy. The code for strcpy
is stored in the libc system library, so the address for
strcpy cannot be determined until the program is executing. Further complicating the problem, DynamoRIO will
stitch together blocks so a call instruction in the shared library may not be seen by the attack simulator. To get around
these issues, we used a wrapper function for strcpy that
called strcpy and then executed three assembly instructions that have no net effect, but which the attack simulator
could identify by monitoring executed instructions to determine that the appropriate call has occurred. This approach
violates our automation requirement since it involves user
intervention to insert the wrapper call. Future work on the
attack simulators will provide a better solution.
We also ran experiments using the recovery mechanism,
discussed in Section 3.5. The recovery mechanism was applied to the direct and tailored attack modes for ProPolice.
No recovery was performed for RAD as it was implemented

Program
008.espresso
026.compress
130.li
space

Description
Boolean function minimizer
Compression program
Lisp interpreter
ESA ADL Interpreter

Source LOC
9,844
1,043
4,888
6,230

funcs
363
19
366
136

Table 2. Subject Programs for Testing Security Mechanisms

4.2. Data and Analysis
Table 3 shows the data we collected to use in our analysis of the systematic testing capability of the attack simulators2 (Question 1). The number-of-dynamic-function-calls
column contains the total number of calls to application
functions during execution of the test case. The numberof-calls-attacked column gives the number of function calls
that occurred during execution and were attacked by the attack simulator. This number was computed by running the
application with the attack simulator, but disabling the actual insertion of attacks. The attack simulator recorded the
number of times it would have inserted an attack. This allowed the data to be collected with one run of the program.
The last two columns provide a sense of the function coverage of the test case used. The number of static callsites is
determined by examining the source code looking for application calls. The number of callsites covered is the number
2 We call each mode of the attack simulator an attack simulator in the
remainder of this paper for brevity.
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of static callsites that were executed by the program with
that test case. The difference between the two columns reveals how many callsites were not covered by the test case.
name
space
026.compress
008.espresso
130.li

# dynamic
func. calls
180
250911
1439761
1.6 × 109

# calls
attacked
179
250910
1439760
1.6 × 109

# static
callsites
367
30
1279
944

Name
space
026.compress
008.espresso
130.li

# callsites
covered
51
8
412
535

# calls
attacked
35
5
170
117

# attacks detected
ProPolice
RAD
d
T
0
35
35
0
5
5
0
170
170
0
117
117

Table 4. Testing Results
Table 4 shows the effectiveness of the different protection mechanisms. The RAD mechanism was very effective
in detecting the attacks. ProPolice was 100% effective when
the attack modified the canary value. However, it offers no
protection against the direct attack mode. This would represent the case where an attacker correctly guessed the canary
value or found some way to bypass the canary value entirely. The chances of that happening in practice may be
low. It would be up to the users of the mechanism to decide
if that is acceptable.
We ran the randomized buffer overflow attack simulator
on the space program, which called strcpy in 8 of the
executed functions. In all cases the destination buffer was
filled with random values and overflowed past its correct
size in an attempt to reach the return address. Both ProPolice and RAD detected 4 of the attacks. We investigated
why the other 4 attacks were not detected and discovered
that destination buffers in those attacks were actually global
variables. Global variables are not allocated on the stack
and cannot be used for a stack smashing attack, so there
is no reason to expect the mechanisms would catch these
attacks. Both mechanisms were effective in detecting the
attacks they should have.
Table 5 shows the costs of using the attack simulators
during the testing process. The spatial requirements for the
attack simulator is insignificant as space is only required
for the code module, so we focus only on the time needed
to test the mechanisms. The timing results are reported in
seconds. The second column gives the execution time of
each program executed normally, i.e., without DynamoRIO
running the program. The other columns give information
on the costs of performing the actual tests of the particular
security mechanism. To perform systematic testing, each
program was run multiple times, once per executed function with the attack simulator inserting attacks against that
function. The times for each execution were recorded from
which an average, minimum and maximum time could be
calculated. The last column gives the time needed to test
the mechanism when recovery is used. This is the time of
a single program execution and includes attacking all function calls, as listed in Table 3.
In all cases (except space), the average time to test 1
function call was less than the time needed to actually execute the program. space is an extremely short lived pro-

Table 3. Systematic testing with Attack Sim.
Table 3 shows the effectiveness of the attack simulators in enabling systematic testing. The numbers shown are
those for ProPolice and are identical for the direct and tailored attack modes. The simulators were effective in finding
attack points, having found all but one for each application.
In each case, the only function called, but not attacked, was
main. The exact reason for this is unclear but seems to be
an artifact of how DynamoRIO handles the startup of main,
rather than a flaw in the attack simulator. Since RAD was
implemented as DynamoRIO module, our implementation
of RAD also missed protecting main. After accounting for
that, the numbers for RAD would be identical for those in
the table. The last 2 columns give function coverage information for the test case. The coverage is adequate for a
single test case, although a tester would certainly want to
execute more test cases to cover other callsites. It is clear
that the attack simulator is effective in identifying potential
points of attacks.
Table 4 shows the test results for the two security mechanisms against each attack simulator mode (Question 2).
The name column gives the name of the application used.
The ProPolice mechanism was tested with the direct and
tailored attack simulator modes. These are abbreviated d
and T in the table. RAD was tested with the direct mode.
The number-of-calls-attacked column presents the number
of unique function calls attacked. In the current implementation the attack simulator inserts an attack into a function
when that function is first executed. Without recovery the
first such attack would terminate the program. Hence the
numbers reported here are different than those reported in
Table 3. The attacks-detected columns contain the number of attacks the mechanism being tested discovered. The
numbers in this table were computed by instructing the attack simulator to attack one function, running the program,
and then repeating this process for each function executed
by the test case.
The mechanisms performed as expected, with ProPolice
being unable to recognize the direct attacks, but performing
well for the tailored attacks. Similarly, RAD detected the
direct attacks. All possible attacks were accounted for so it
is clear that the simulator accurately reported the test results
(Question 2).
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name

exec. time
w/out attacks

avg time to
test 1 call

space (d)
space (T)
008.espresso (d)
008.espresso (T)
026.compress (d)
026.compress (T)
130.li (d)
130.li (T)

0.004
0.004
0.621
0.621
0.16
0.16
52.1
52.1

0.072
0.085
0.44
0.45
0.14
0.16
3.67
3.68

space
008.espresso
026.compress
130.li (RAD)

0.004
0.621
0.16
52.1

0.071
0.46
0.15
3.66

min/max time
to test 1 call
ProPolice
0.043/0.090
0.052/0.108
0.022/0.93
0.047/1.06
0.025/0.46
0.054/0.46
0.028/194
0.045/192
RAD
0.042/0.088
0.021/4.4
0.024/0.50
0.027/194

# calls
tested

total time
test all calls

time for all
calls (w/ recovery)

35
35
170
170
5
5
117
117

2.54
2.98
75.6
76.5
0.72
0.80
430
430

0.13
0.14
1.4
1.7
0.5
0.6
–
–

35
170
5
117

2.48
77.7
0.75
428

–
–
–
–

Table 5. Testing Costs

5. Related Work

gram so the overhead from starting DynamoRIO becomes
significant. The maximum time occurred when the function
being attacked was executed towards the end of the program
execution. In all cases, the typical testing time is not prohibitively long.

As far as we are aware, this is the first effort in providing
a systematic method of testing security mechanisms. There
has, however, been work done in testing the effectiveness
of various mechanisms [28]. In that work, a wide variety
of attacks, including stack smashing, heap overflows, and
overflows to modify pointers, were applied against different
mechanisms, including ProPolice. They found that mechanisms tended to perform poorly, which, perhaps, is to be
expected since many of the mechanisms were not designed
to counter some of the attacks. For instance, ProPolice provides no protection against heap overflows.
Other work has focused upon preventing exploits in a
general fashion. Array bounds checking [3, 19, 23] will
prevent buffer overflow attacks from occurring, but can be
expensive to use in production code. Other dynamic techniques focus on sandboxing a program so that out of place
system calls can be avoided [16], examining the pattern of
system calls to detect anomalies [15, 26], or providing run
time type checking [22]. Static techniques include modifying the C language itself to avoid most security problems [18, 22], using programmer annotations to find potential vulnerabilities [21], or checking for vulnerabilities by
checking string manipulations [27].

The recovery mechanism performed well, enabling systematic testing of the mechanisms at all executed function
calls with one execution of the program. 130.li acted
abnormally during testing with recovery enabled. We believe the reason for this is that 130.li makes use of the
setjmp/longjmp functions, which enables programs to
immediately jump from the currently executing function
back to an earlier function on the call stack. Future versions
of the attack simulator will handle this behavior correctly.

4.3. Evaluation Summary

Our attack simulator was clearly effective in providing
systematic testing (Question 1). The simulator correctly
identified the possible attack points (i.e., different possible
contexts) related to our case study for stack smashing. The
results obtained by our attack simulator for testing two different security mechanisms were as expected (Question 2).
Clearly, our attack simulator can be used to provide systematic and accurate testing of other program security mechanisms. These results enable testers to feel confident that the
implementations of the security mechanisms that we tested
are indeed correctly handling all the different contexts of
function callsites covered by the test cases input to the programs used in the testing of the mechanisms. Finally, the
cost of using the attack simulator for testing is reasonable
(Question 3). When applicable, the recovery mechanism
provides for more efficient testing as only one execution of
the program can cover many different contexts for testing.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of an attack simulator capable of automatically inserting attacks into executing programs by adding to (but
not modifying) the program instructions. The simulator can
be used to systematically test program-based security mechanisms on a broad range of applications without restricting
the testing to a small set of applications that contain a few
known exploits. Attacks can be generated on a progrma
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without having to craft exploits by hand. Testers benefit
from increased testing coverage without the tedious manual manipulation of programs. consumers benefit from increased reliability of the security mechanism through more
thorough testing. We showed how the attack simulator
is effective in identifying and attacking different program
contexts for stack smashing attacks, and systematic testing
two well-known security mechanisms for stack smashing
attacks.
Our future work will concentrate on designing a better
method for recovery, and improved identification of program points for the randomized buffer overflow attack. We
are working on simulating other kinds of attacks, including attacks against function pointers in order to broaden the
kinds of security mechanisms that can be tested by our system.
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